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Additionally, we might want to place this moment within an evolving social, 
economic, and political dynamic. All these are relevant concerns. 

Finally, this contextual theory must exist in a dialectical relationship with the 
various evolving subject positions we inhabit in time and space. For example, I 
wonder if I would have been enthusiastic about difference as a curriculum focus 
fifteen years ago. Before composition's social tum, there were linguistic, cognitive, 
and process turns. As a novice member of the profession in I 976, I was eager to 
learn the current talk, and that did not, except in quiet closets, include difference. 
By being attuned to and part of the professional conversation, one's views will also 
dialectically evolve. Students, deans, and journalists at Newsweek often mistake 
this symbiotic relationship as mere fashion, as if there are, in fact, other kinds of 
disciplinary knowledge that are forever young. I doubt if journalists would write 
about current thinking in physics or biology as fashionable. From the subject 
position of the graduate student concerned about usable theories, the evolving or 
dynamically fragmentary nature of theory in composition must seem frustrating. 
W hat's the point of learning, say, cognitive psychology, classical rhetoric, or 
structural marxism if they're here today and gone tomorrow, if the disciplinary 
conversation can be counted on to take yet another turn? Stanley Fish cleverly 
suggests that every eighteen months professors in theory have to retool, looking 
again at familiar texts from unfamiliar perspectives, shifting from an anthropologi
cal cultural critique to a materialist new historicism, or in the context of composi
tion from grammar to voice to modes to linguistics to sentence combining to 
cognitive rhetoric to process to social construction to ideology critique. 

Instead of building a comfortable fort out of the theoretical tools of reading 
and writing that one acquired in graduate school and then tenaciously defending 
that territory against waves of sinister assistant professors until retirement, I am 
suggesting that an ongoing commitment to engage in theory talk will have more 
intellectually exciting consequences. What Fish calls the "ceaseless transformation 
of theory" will force your practice to be constantly challenged, constantly put in a 
dialectic with the profession's thinking. The life of the mind, as Mikhail Bakhtin 
suggests, exists only in relation to the other, in our continuous struggle to both 
confront and increase the surplus of meaning. 

In the kind of neopragmatism I am urging for composition theory, I also want 
ethical principles other than those currently prescribed by dominant institutions to 
prevail. I think that Fish is wrong not to build a telos into his apolitical antifoun
dationalism. Beyond the proper institutional goal of having students write better, I 
want to echo Cornell West's neopragmatic emphasis on the materiality of lan
guage-such as the ways rhetoric can construct forms of rationality and subjectiv
ity--as a potentially liberating project, not only because it evades transhistorical 
epistemologies, accentuates human powers, and tries to transform unjust social 
hierarchies, but also for its unashamedly ethical emphasis and its "unequivocally 
ameliorative impulse" (4). In The American Evasion of Philosophy, West writes 
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that "in this world-weary period of pervasive cynicisms, nihilisms, terrorisms, and 
possible extermination," there is a yearning for principied resistance and struggle 
that can change our desperate plight" (4). 

l take Brodkey's stance at Texas over writing about difference as an instance
of principled resistance, one that should remind all of us of Kenneth Burke's belief 
that discourse is social action, that the shape of our theory and practice matters, 
and that our profession should prepare for more counterresistance from those 
hegemonists who would deny us our professional and ethical responsibilities. 
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